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From the President

Robert G. Kenny
Maj Gen, USAFR (Ret)
President, Air Force JAG School Foundation

Dear Friends of the Foundation:
2020! What a year for all of us! I am sure none of us will be sad to see this difficult and frustrating year come to an end. However, despite all of its problems, it
has been a productive year for our JAG School and your Foundation, as you will
see in this issue of the Legacy.
AFJAGS welcomes the new
Deputy Commandant, Col(s) Lauren
DiDomenico. Lt Col DiDomenico joins
AFJAGS after recently completing her
tour as the Staff Judge Advocate,
42d ABW, Maxwell AFB, AL.
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Construction continues on the School Annex with a late Spring target for completion. The Annex will nearly double the physical size of the School. JAS will return
to the School, which is important given the increasing reliance on electronic research and distance learning, and more space will be available to meet increasing
demands for training Judge Advocates and Paralegals in new areas of military practice.
The School is confronting the challenges of the novel coronavirus. When you read
the article on how the faculty coped while continuing to turn out highly skilled
JAGs and Paralegals trained to do their
jobs from day one, I am sure you will be
as proud of their accomplishments as I am.
Our Foundation has been active and modernizing as well. This year Major General
Brian Newby and Colonel Keith Brown,
an Alabama attorney, took the lead in
rewriting our Constitution and By-Laws to
more fully comply with State and Federal
requirements and especially to
AFJAGS Instructor, Maj Glen Minto, awards the JAG
increase the Foundation’s freedom badge to Capt Tiffany Campbell upon her graduation from
of action. With our new structure, JASOC 20-C. The JAG badge pinning ceremony is a
tradition where the graduate is given their first
the Foundation will be better able to JASOC
JAG badge by a family member, friend or instructor.
serve the needs of the School and
These badges are generously provided by the JAG School
our JAGs and Paralegals.
(continued on page 2)

Foundation for every new JAG and paralegal.

* The Air Force Judge Advocate General’s School Foundation, Inc., stands as a proud partner in the tradition
of excellence carried on by the Air Force JAG Corps. The Air Force Judge Advocate General’s School
Foundation, Inc., is private and its activities are not affiliated with or endorsed by the U.S. Government.
Generous contributions from retired, active duty, and reserve component JAGs and paralegals help the JAG
School Foundation provide financial resources to the JAG School when appropriated funds cannot be acquired
to further enhance the educational opportunities and facilities at the JAG School.
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(continuation of “President’s Message” from page 1)
We have established new standing committees, including the Cyber Law Symposium, Education and
Advocacy, Fundraising, Governance, Heritage, Investments, and The Morehouse Lecture committees. This will enable the Foundation to better support the JAG School in accomplishing its educational endeavors and mission.
Due to the coronavirus, we had to cancel the Morehouse Lecture this year. We did have our Virtual
(via Zoom) annual meeting, and among many other things, we approved funding for the repair of
General Hawley’s portrait, the Cyberlaw Symposium (in which the Foundation teams with the
School and the Air Force Cyberlaw College), artwork for the JAG School Annex, cash prizes for the
National Security Law Competition winners, and badges for JASOC, Paralegal Apprentice and Senior graduates.
We could not have done any of this without your continuing support. With the new Annex and the
continually expanding mission of the Judge Advocate General’s School, our need for funds will only
grow. I salute you for your support in the past and thank you ahead of time for your continued support of the School. You can be proud of what, together, we have done to help the School advance its
mission.

Robert G. Kenny
Maj Gen, USAFR (Ret)
President
Air Force JAG School Foundation
Paralegal Apprentice Course 20-02
Award Winners with their JSF-sponsored
marble eagles!

“An unrivaled center of academic excellence – enabling national security leaders to employ the law to advance the mission!”
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A Message from the Commandant
Colonel Christopher A. Brown

As 2020 nears its end and we look back on a year of great accomplishment and challenges, I am truly proud of the innovation the AFJAGS team displayed as we fought
through a historic pandemic steadfastly training, educating, and developing legal professionals and national security leaders in the law. In early 2020, while in the midst of a Paralegal Apprentice Course (PAC) and a Judge Advocate Staff Officer Course (JASOC), we
found ourselves ushering in a “new normal” at the JAG School as COVID-19 spread across
the country. We were faced with the difficult decision of sending the students home and
delaying their training or finding a way to teach while taking the precautions necessary to
protect both the students and the staff at the School.
While most in-residence training and education was paused around the Air Force, senior leaders deemed AFSC-awarding
and skill upgrade training to be mission essential; and thus PAC, JASOC, and the Paralegal Craftsman Course continued inperson at the JAG School. For our students attending ongoing classes that meant strict preventive protocols including mandatory mask wearing within the School and around base, social distancing as much as possible, and continual sanitizing of
rooms throughout the duty day. Students were not allowed to journey off-base except in an emergency situation due to the
high infection rate in the local area. While we usually highly encourage interaction and mentorship between the classes
attending the school, the “new normal” found us keeping the classes separated to prevent the virus from having an impact
on our operations. For inbound students, significant changes were made to arrival dates to facilitate medical screening,
restriction of movement upon arrival, and segregation within flights and classes for the first several weeks of their courses.
As we quickly adjusted to the new conditions for our in-house students, we also had to find a way to continue to educate the
legal professionals who were scheduled to attend our short courses as well as the Air Force leaders we train and educate
across Air University and the Department as a whole. My elite staff immediately shifted to virtual learning allowing all but
five of our courses to take place during 2020. We procured the necessary licenses to instruct virtually by way of Zoom for
government while also leveraging our Campus Learning Management System to reach our students across the globe. Virtual instruction was not without challenges, to include government internet bandwidth as well as computer system security
safeguards that challenged both instructors and students at times. It quickly became evident that instructors would need to
work harder to engage the students. Even with excellent breakout session capability, it takes effort and innovation to keep
students participating in a remote learning environment.
I am truly proud of how the AFJAGS team adapted to virtual learning and flawlessly led some of our flagship courses during the pandemic. For example, the Special Victims Counsel Course allowed both Special Victims Counsel and Paralegals
the opportunity to earn their certification virtually, enabling them to see clients in their new jobs. The virtual Staff Judge
Advocate and Law Office Manager Courses provided new SJAs and LOMs critical tools as they journeyed off to advise
commanders around the world. Both the Senior Officer and Senior Enlisted Legal Orientation Courses provided the JAG
Corps a platform to remotely educate Wing, Vice Wing, and Group Commanders along with Command Chiefs on critical
legal topics as they moved into leadership positions across the enterprise.
Despite the heavy lift of teaching both in-person and virtually, the other work around the school did not stop. Our paralegal
program went through the rigorous American Bar Association (ABA) re-approval process to ensure JAGC paralegals are
able to earn an ABA approved Associates Degree in Paralegal Studies from the Community College of the Air Force. Simultaneously, the Paralegal Apprentice Course was expanded from 38 academic days to 66 academic days, ensuring new
three-level paralegals had the requisite core skills upon arrival at their first duty station. The Professional Outreach Division (POD) had a busy year as well, publishing both the Military Commander and the Law and an updated Operations Law
Manual. The Division maximized outreach through electronic Reporter publications allowing us to engage readers round
the world. In 2020, the POD also launched a podcast series to deliver candid and inspiring stories through interviews with
leaders and influencers on the law, leadership, and innovations. During
the pandemic, this series helped members of the JAG Corps stay connected and continue to enhance their professional development in a challenging working environment.
It is privilege to lead such a talented and diverse team who deliver worldclass training and education to legal professionals and national security
leaders world-wide. The AFJAGS team seamlessly adapted to the “new
normal” of teaching during a pandemic and the lessons learned will only
increase our opportunity for success in the future. We are truly looking
forward to having all of our students walking down the hallways of the
School again, but until conditions allow a full in-residence schedule, we
stand ready to educate the Corps and Air Force by any platform!
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WELCOME COLONEL(s) LAUREN DIDOMENICO!
This summer we welcomed our new Deputy Commandant, Colonel (select) Lauren
DiDomenico. Col DiDomenico joined AFJAGS after her recent tour as the 42d ABW
Staff Judge Advocate, Maxwell AFB, AL. Col DiDomenico has previously served as
an Appellate Government Counsel, Deputy Staff Judge Advocate at Joint Base San
Antonio-Lackland, and as the Deputy Chief of the Military Justice Division, Judiciary
Directorate, Air Force Legal Operations Agency. Col DiDomenico has deployed to
Iraq, Djibouti, and Liberia.
Col DiDomenico is a native of Deerfield, IL and attended The John Marshall Law
School in Chicago. She is married to another active duty officer, Lt Col Nick Braun
and they are the parents of three children, Matthew, Aiden, and Mika.
She has hit the ground running here at AFJAGS and has been a great addition to the
team! Welcome Col DiDomenico!

WELCOME MRS. LINDA SUMMERLIN!
This summer we also welcomed our new Academic Director, Mrs. Linda Summerlin.
Mrs. Summerlin has come to AFJAGS after working for the Department of Defense
Education Activity (DoDEA) as the Virtual School Program manager. Mrs. Summerlin
has also worked at the Barnes Center at the Gunter Annex as the Director of Distance
Learning, the Naval Safety Center at Naval Station Norfolk as the Learning Standards
Officer, and the Army Distributed Learning Program at Ft. Eustis, as the Senior Instructional Designer and Education Policy Office.

Mrs. Summerlin has a degree in adult Learning and
Vocational Education and Special Education from the
University of Central Florida, a degree in Secondary Special Education
with TSOL Certification from Athens University, an Instructional
Technology Masters of Science from
Texas A&M, and is completing her
PhD in the Administration and Supervision of Curriculum at Auburn
University. Mrs. Summerlin and her
husband, Jim, have two sons, Kevin
and Dillon, and cat Oreo.
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AFJAGS FAREWELLS!
This past year we said farewell to several members of the AFJAGS faculty. First, Colonel Jeremy Weber retired after 23
years on active duty. He was the first AFJAGS Director of Law Chair Activities and helped integrate the school with our Air
University partners. During this period he also served as a Professor of Law and Strategy at Air War College.
Next we bid farewell to the Deputy Commandant, Colonel Cynthia Kearley. Colonel Kearley left us to take the position as
the Director of Legal Services, USAFE-UK. Colonel Kearley has left a lasting legacy at AFJAGS after serving as an instructor and later the Deputy Commandant.
Finally, we bid farewell to Lt Col Arie Schaap. Lt Col Schaap retired after 20 years of dedicated service. He most recently
served as the AFJAGS Chief of Operations and International Law Division. He transitioned to a civilian position at Federal
Law Enforcement Training Center in New Mexico. We appreciate their service at AFJAGS and wish them well!

Col Brown bids farewell
to Col Kearley!

Lt Gen Hecker, AU/CC, officiating
Colonel Weber’s retirement ceremony.
Col Weber greatly improved AFJAGS
and AU integration.

Col Brown officiating
Lt Col Schaap’s retirement
ceremony.

AFJAGS UNDER RENOVATION!
By Mr. Tracy Taylor

Director of Administration

We continue to be excited about the new addition being built behind the current building, but that
doesn't mean we're neglecting the facility we already have. The pandemic may have slowed some
courses during the year but it certainly hasn’t slowed vital updates to the School. This year we implemented several projects to overhaul our existing facilities. AFJAGS has two contracts that will
ultimately showcase the JAG Corps’ commitment to education and personnel.
The first is a much-needed three prong building update. Approximately 145 canister lights are being removed and updated with energy efficient equipment and LED bulbs. Not only does this
brighten hallways, it alleviates a long-standing issue with having to purchase bulbs phased out a
decade ago. The project also includes removal and installation of approximately 65 windows which
The Kuhfeld Auditorium
had worn or broken seals allowing heat/AC loss and leak
undergoing an AV upgrade.
during heavy rains. We also renovated the AFJAGS fountain replacing the old pipe system. Lastly, we put in new tile
on stairwells, the faculty break area, and in the upstairs restrooms. The restroom tiling
rounds out a three-year effort to upgrade all restrooms in the building.
Along with updates to the building, a major upgrade in audio-visual functionality is currently in progress. This update encompasses both auditoriums, courtrooms, and seminar rooms
in addition to the conference room. Once complete, auditoriums will have sharper/high definition visuals with state-of-the-art processing capabilities. Seminar rooms will have the
ability to plug in any laptop and project on large 4K definition monitors. Additionally, all
equipment will be HDMI capable, thus “plug & play” is now a reality. Perhaps most importantly, the new A/V equipment will provide full inter-operability with the addition.
We are excited to start the New Year with upgrades that will improve our facilities
for our faculty, staff, and students for years to come.

The AFJAGS Fountain received an upgraded pipe system this summer.
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Celebrating MSgt(s) Kozar,
Jennett, and Warfield!

During a double AFJAGS
deployment, Maj Rosenblatt got
to do the honors for
MSgt Lawrence’s promotion
ceremony!
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Maj Sean Hudson & Maj Alan Serrano
attending a MOAA luncheon with JSF
members Brig Gen (ret) Olan Waldrop
and Col (ret) Steve Linder.

AFJAGS faculty celebrating a hard fought win over the
students JASOC 20-C!

AFJAGS welcoming home Maj Skylar Streetman
from her deployment to the CENTCOM AOR.

JASOC 20-B was our first JASOC class to graduate during Covid19. Here they are being pinned on graduation day. Their JAG
badges are provided by the JAG School Foundation and are an
enduring symbol of our JAG Corps heritage.

JASOC 20-C was our first JASOC class to completely occur
during the pandemic. All 60 students graduated Covid-free.
Here, Echo Flight awaits JAG Badge pinning.

The Reporter is Now Online and Interactive!
http://reporter.dodlive.mil/

In furtherance of our National Security Strategy, AFJAGS is answering the call
to pursue new ideas, solutions, and innovate. The digital Reporter is one tool to
answer that call! After our initial year online we have seen a 10-fold increase in
readership, averaging over 400 page views a day! Please save our page to your
smart phone to stay connected to the publication and comment on our articles!
6
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AFJAGS Expansion Nearing Completion!
The Jag School’s long awaited expansion is making
progress! Construction began in August and is estimated
to be completed in March 2021. The building exterior is
nearing completion and work has begun on the building’s
interior.

View of the current building and walkway to the
expansion.

Overview of the addition’s footprint.

Interior work is underway, including installation
of the new A/V systems.

Building exterior is nearly complete.

AFJAGS Admin Director Mr. Tracy Taylor inspecting the building with the contractor team.

The expansion is 42K square feet in size, with a new 100
capacity auditorium, six seminar rooms, and one dedicated classified teaching room. The building will also house
a 100 person conference hall that can be split into two 50
person conference rooms.
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Showcasing JAGC History:
A New Look at Our Past
Lt Col Alison Beach,

Chief, Civil Law Division

Thousands of paralegals, JAGs, and senior
leaders come through the doors of AFJAGS every
year. As they wander the halls during academic
breaks, each has the opportunity to stop in the
“JAG Traditions” room in the center of the building to take a glimpse into our Corps’ history. Inside are displays and memorabilia from the beginnings of the JAGC that tell our story. However, as
time continues on and we see new JAGC accomplishments, programs, and experiences, the room
is ready for an update to reflect where we are today.
The recently created AFJAGS Heritage Committee, of which I am chair, is on a mission to refresh this room to bring new information, updated
history, and a fresh look to the space. The new
room will tell the JAGC history not as a traditional
chronology, but instead through the lens of our
legal domains: Military Justice, Civil Law, and
Operations/International Law with each section
providing the history and legal milestones of those
domains and displaying memorabilia for visitors
to peruse. Additional displays will highlight specific accomplishments, personnel, and moments
throughout JAGC history.
(continued on page 9)

JSF Trustees and The Judge Advocate General
at the 2019 Annual Meeting
Pictured above (L-R):
Front row: Maj Gen Brian Newby, Lt Gen Jeff Rockwell (The
Judge Advocate General), Maj Gen Robert Kenny (Foundation
President)
Second row: Brig Gen Olan Waldrop, Col John Duncan,
Brig Gen Dave Ehrhart
Third row: Brig Gen James Marshall, Col Tonya Hagmeier,
Maj Gen Steve Lepper, Col Steve Linder, CMSgt Jeffrey Williams
Fourth row: Maj Gen Dixie Morrow, Col Scott Stucky
Fifth row: Brig Gen Dwight Creasy, Brig Gen Paul Pirog,
Col Gary Bagliebter

DID YOU KNOW?

Members of the AFJAGS Heritage Committee study
current Heritage Room materials

AFJAGS has started a new podcast!
The Air Force Judge Advocate Generals School
Podcast can be heard on your computer,
smartphone, smart speaker or tablet. Each
month, tune-in to hear our guest speakers talk
about leadership and legal issues. Check out
our AFJAGS PODCAST article on page 10!
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(Continuation of Showcasing JAGC History from page 8):
With contributions and recommendations from members of the JAG School Foundation, the Heritage Committee additionally discussed the creation of a vast digital library to include copies of documents, photographs, historical items, and video/audio clips to ensure that limited physical space does
not prevent the ability to include as much of the JAGC history as possible.
The goal of the Committee is to create a space where new members of the Corps can walk through
and see their future in our legal domains, where commanders and first sergeants can understand how
crucial we are to the Air Force mission, and where all visitors can relish in the incredibly rich history
that we maintain.

AFJAGS is excited to help bring our history to life in a new and refreshed way! Be on the lookout
for more information, callouts for memorabilia of historical significance, and updates as the Committee
continues their work.

Contributions to the JAG School
Foundation through Estate Planning
Please remember the Air Force JAG School Foundation in your estate planning. Contributions of stock, bonds,
and cash are tax deductible. The exact amount of such a deduction should be discussed with your estate planning
professional. This is a wonderful way to leave a lasting legacy to support this cherished institution and its enduring mission!

The Commandant, Col Brown, promotes
three JASOC 20-B students to Captain.

PAC 20-01 award winners with their
Foundation provided eagles.
AFJAGS operates the only introductory level
enlisted technical school on Maxwell AFB.
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THE AFJAGS PODCAST
By: Major Rick Hanrahan
Chief, Professional Outreach Division

The Judge Advocate General’s School (AFJAGS), Professional
Outreach Division, launched a new podcast series this year, the
AFJAGS Podcast, which interviews leaders and influencers on
the law, leadership, and innovation. The AFJAGS Podcast acts
as the next digital development in the AFJAGS modernization to
provide valuable and relevant digital content to the JAG Corps
and beyond.
AFJAGS Podcast guests reach beyond the legal community to
include commanders, pilots, doctors, technicians, and others who
share their collective experiences and wisdom on how to grow as
a leader, tackle the challenges of the 21st century, and find inno- Pictured from left to right: Major Rick Hanrahan, Retired Colonel
Carlyle “Smitty” Harris, Mrs. Louise Harris, and Mrs. Dede Johnson.
vative solutions to meet the demands of the current mission set.
AFJAGS publishes a new episode bi-weekly with an average of Photo by Don Langley, Jan. 15, 2020.
35 minutes per episode. As of November 2020, AFJAGS has
published 29 episodes on topics such as: “Leadership” with Retired Brigadier General Patrick Mordente; “Artificial Intelligence and Military Legal Practice” with Colonel Frank Coppersmith; “JAG Successfully Argues before U.S. Supreme
Court” with Captain Thomas Govan, Jr.; “Busting Polygraph Myths” with Lieutenant Colonel Carlos Colon; “Birth of the
Special Victims’ Counsel Program” with Retired Lieutenant General Richard Harding; among other notable interviews.
In episodes 15 and 16, Maj Hanrahan interviewed Retired Colonel Carlyle “Smitty” Harris, a Vietnam War veteran fighter
pilot who was shot down on combat mission in his F-105 over North Vietnam on April 4, 1965. Colonel Harris was forced
to bail out, captured by the North Vietnamese and became the 6 th American POW. He spent the next 8 years in captivity
with hundreds of other American POWs.
In this interview, Col Harris discusses his background, buildup to the mission, a vivid account of the day he was shot down, his captivity experience, and how he ultimately resurrected an old forgotten WWII “tap code” that he covertly taught his fellow POWs in order
to communicate with each other. Colonel Harris and his co-author, Sara Berry, published
the book, Tap Code: The Epic Survival Tale of a V ietnam POW and the Secret Code That
Changed Everything (2019, Zondervan), on his story, along with his wife’s experience
back home.
Pictured from left to right: Major Rick
Hanrahan and Retired Lieutenant General Paul K. Carlton, Jr. Photo by Don
Langley, Feb. 13, 2020.

In episodes 17 and 18, Major Hanrahan interviews Retired Lieutenant General Paul K.
Carlton, Jr., the former Surgeon General of the U.S. Air Force, and an 11,000 case surgeon
with over 30 years of experience on the topic, “Leadership Through Disruptive Innovation.” The interview includes some remarkable accounts of when Lt Gen Carlton’s leadership was challenged in high stress situations including inside the Pentagon on 9/11 where he risked his life to save others.
To Listen to the Podcast
The AFJAGS Podcast series is accessible 24/7 on most major podcast platforms including Apple Podcasts,
Spotify, Google Podcasts, and others. You can search for it on these podcast platforms by typing “judge
advocate” in the search box. It currently has a 5-star review on Apple Podcasts.
Or go to the links below:
Apple Podcasts: https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/air-force-judge-advocate-generals-school-podcast/id1488359609
Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/show/5MwYhmBZwuMlvzsl7Sf99F?si=GDIKLRcQSDG3bd69xHJNgA
If you have any feedback or ideas on a future topic, please contact the host, Major Rick Hanrahan, at
richard.hanrahan.2@us.af.mil or 334-953-3762.

Train, educate, and develop legal professionals and national security leaders in the law.
- AFJAGS Mission Statement
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“Teamwork in the Face of Covid”
By Capt Erin Davis, Instructor, Civil Law Division and
Assistant Editor of this edition of the “Legacy”

I think it’s safe to say that no matter who you are or where you
were this year, 2020 has been a complicated and stressful time.
The spread of Covid 19 has affected everything, jeopardizing our
economy and risking the health of our friends and loved ones. Life
as we knew it changed in March.
Particularly affected was our ability to maintain relationships,
whether personal or professional, as social distancing has required
us to stay apart. Now, more than ever, we realize the importance
of these relationships and how easy it was to take them for granted.
Before I PCSed to AFJAGS this summer, I was assigned as the Medical Law Consultant to the 88 MDG at Wright-Patterson AFB in
Ohio. As I watched our medics rise to the occasion, stepping up to
take on demanding hours and preparing for the biggest medical
emergency in our lifetime, I was struck by the camaraderie and
teamwork of the Med Corps. With a shortage of PPE and a large
population of patients, many were taking on a significant risk to
themselves, but no one let that stand in the way of supporting their
mission.
When I arrived at the JAG School, I was no less impressed by the
fellowship and teamwork of our faculty. Training our new JAGs
and paralegals is an essential mission, and while that mission does
not bring us to the front lines of Covid, it is no less important to the
Air Force to continue our work. The staff here have faced the challenges of continuing our training not as individuals but as a cohesive unit. Our team has come together as a family, bonding us as
each day brings a new difficulty or problem to solve.

The Lady Justice is prominently displayed
in the foyer…as a symbol of our mission
to ensure principles of justice are at the
forefront of our academic development.

In a time where we are distanced from others, unable to have physical contact, to travel and visit our friends and families, I am reminded that in the JAG Corps, and here at the JAG School, we are always surrounded by a network of supportive teammates. We may be physically distanced but we are never alone. We hope that you, our fellow JAG teammates, are safe during this tumultuous time, and that you remember you always have a home and a support system
here at the School.
Did You Know — Each Year AFJAGS:






Offers 63 in-residence courses!
Hosts 3000+ students each year
Conducts 8 Distance Education classes
Provides legal education to 23,000 students OUTSIDE the
halls of the JAG School through outside teaching across the
USAF, other academic institutions, and Air University



Hosts 3 Judge Advocate Staff Officer Courses, 6 Paralegal
Apprentice Courses, and 3 Paralegal Craftsman Courses each
year!
Publishes the Military Commander and the Law, the Reporter, AFJAGS Podcast, and the Air Force Law Review!

To continue supporting the everyday amazing at AFJAGS,
please contact JSF to find out how you can help sustain this
vital institution. E-mail Col (ret) Steven Linder at
slinder@charter.net.
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